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ABSTRACT
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling methods often do not scale well to large datasets,
so there has been an increased interest in approximate Markov chain Monte Carlo (aMCMC) sam-
pling methods. We propose two different aMCMC methods. For the first method, we propose a
new distribution, called the soft tMVN distribution, which provides a smooth approximation to the
truncated multivariate normal (tMVN) distribution with linear constraints. The soft tMVN distri-
bution can be used to approximate simulations from a multivariate truncated normal distribution
with linear constraints, or itself as a prior in shape-constrained problems. We provide theoretical
support to the approximation capability of the soft tMVN and provide further empirical evidence
thereof. We then develop an aMCMC method for Bayesian monotone single-index modeling. We
replace the usual tMVN prior with the soft tMVN prior and show that using the soft tMVN prior
gives similar statistical performance while the run-time is significantly faster.
The second aMCMC method is a multivariate convex regression method. In it, we approximate
the max of affine functions with the softmax of affine functions. Convex regression methods that
use the max of affine functions appear to do well in traditional frequentist settings, but does not
scale well to large data in Bayesian settings. We propose the softmax-affine convex (SMA) regres-
sion method which replaces the max with the softmax function. The softmax function is a smooth
function that approximates the max of affine functions. This allows gradients to be computed,
which makes the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) algorithm a natural choice for sampling from
the posterior. We specify the priors for SMA and use Stan, a default HMC algorithm, to sample
from the posterior. We provide empirical evidence that SMA regression is comparable to existing
convex regression methods. We also provide a method for choosing the number of affine functions
in the softmax function.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fully Bayesian modeling approaches are desirable, because they allow for quantifications of
uncertainty. However, they often require sampling using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) al-
gorithms, which do not scale well to large datasets. Therefore, there has recently been an increased
interest in approximate Markov chain Monte Carlo (aMCMC) algorithms [Johndrow et al., 2015,
Bardenet et al., 2017], which are methods where the exact transition kernel of a Markov chain is
replaced by an approximation for computational ease.
One aMCMC method is the subsampling method [Bardenet et al., 2017, Welling and Teh, 2011,
Quiroz et al., 2019, Bardenet et al., 2014, Korattikara et al., 2014], which only uses a subsample
of the data at each likelihood evaluation inside the MCMC algorithm. There are theoretical results
on the convergence of these aMCMC methods [Pillai and Smith, 2014, Quiroz et al., 2019, Mitro-
phanov, 2005, Rudolf et al., 2018], that give bounds on the bias [Quiroz et al., 2019], and that test
when aMCMC algorithms are “better” than MCMC methods [Johndrow et al., 2015].
Another aMCMC method is the divide-and-conquer method [Bardenet et al., 2017, Payne and
Mallick, 2018]. This method splits the data into batches, fits an MCMC algorithm on each batch
separately, then combines the batch posterior estimates into the final approximate posterior esti-
mate. Batch posterior estimates can be combined into the final posterior estimate using Gaussian
approximations or importance sampling [Huang and Gelman, 2005], using averaging [Scott et al.,
2016], by multiplying smooth approximations to the batch posteriors [Neiswanger et al., 2013], or
by using a Weierstrass sampler [Wang and Dunson, 2013]. These methods are often only theoreti-
cally sound when the batch posteriors are Gaussian or when the batch sizes approach infinity.
A third aMCMC method is to approximate the likelihood, a prior distribution, or some other
distribution with a different, more computationally feasible distribution. For example, using a low-
rank covariance approximation in Gaussian process models [Johndrow et al., 2015], approximating
the multivariate logistic distribution using the t distribution [O’brien and Dunson, 2004], approx-
imating full conditionals by beta densities [Bhattacharya and Dunson, 2012], and thresholding in
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sparse models [Johndrow et al., 2017].
The approximation schemes developed in this dissertation all fall under the third aMCMC
approach. Section 2 introduces the soft truncated multivariate normal distribution, which approx-
imates the truncated multivariate normal distribution. Theoretical support and empirical evidence
to the approximation capability of the soft tMVN distribution are provided. An efficient blocked
Gibbs sampler is developed to sample from the soft tMVN distribution. Section 3 contains an ap-
plication of the soft tMVN distribution to a monotone single-index model. An aMCMC algorithm
which replaces the tMVN distribution with the soft tMVN distribution as a prior is developed.
Both Section 2 and Section 3 have been posted on arXiv [Souris et al., 2018]. Section 4 devel-
ops a softmax-affine convex (SMA) regression method. The SMA regression method is based on
a convex regression method [Hannah and Dunson, 2011, 2013] that uses the maximum of affine
functions. We approximate the maximum of affine functions with a soft version of the maximum.
Section 5 contains other work that I completed during my doctorate studies, but does not relate
to approximate MCMC methods. In it, we explore the covariance structure of factor models for
multivariate count data. The covariance of a Gaussian factor model decomposes into the sum of a
low rank matrix and diagonal matrix. We show both theoretically and numerically that while the
covariance of count data factor models does not decompose into the sum of a low rank matrix and
diagonal matrix, it does decompose into the sum of a low effective rank matrix and diagonal ma-
trix. All sections (except the conclusion, Section 6) contain their own introduction and discussion
subsections.
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2. THE SOFT MULTIVARIATE TRUNCATED NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
2.1 Introduction
The problem of sampling from a truncated multivariate normal (tMVN) distribution with lin-
ear constraints is frequently encountered as a component of a larger Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) algorithm to sample from the full conditional distribution of a constrained parameter
vector. As a running example revisited on multiple occasions in this section, consider binary vari-
ables yi = 1(zi > 0), with z = (z1, . . . , zn)T a vector of latent Gaussian thresholds [Albert and
Chib, 1993] and w ∈ Rq a vector of parameters/latent variables so that the joint distribution of
θ = (z, w) follows a N (µ,Σ) distribution. It then immediately follows that the (conditional) pos-
terior of θ | y, µ,Σ follows a N (µ,Σ) distribution truncated to ⊗ni=1Ci ⊗ Rq, with Ci = (0,∞) or
(−∞, 0) depending on whether yi = 1 or 0. Such latent Gaussian threshold models are ubiquitous
in the analysis of binary and nominal data; examples include probit regression and its multivariate
extensions [Albert and Chib, 1993, Holmes et al., 2006, Chib and Greenberg, 1998, O’brien and
Dunson, 2004], multinomial probit models [McCulloch et al., 2000, Zhang et al., 2008, Johndrow
et al., 2013], tobit models [Tobin, 1958, Polasek and Krause, 1994], and binary Gaussian process
(GP) classification models [Girolami and Rogers, 2006] among others.
In this section, we propose a new family of distributions called the soft tMVN distribution
which replaces the hard constraints in a tMVN distribution with a smoothed or “soft” version using
a logistic sigmoid function. The soft tMVN distribution admits a smooth log-concave density on
the d-dimensional Euclidean space. Although the soft tMVN distribution is supported on the entire
d-dimensional space, it can be made to increasingly concentrate most of its mass on a polyhedron
determined by multiple linear inequality constraints, by tweaking a parameter. In fact, we show that
the soft tMVN distribution approximates the corresponding tMVN distribution in total variation
distance.
Recognizing the soft tMVN distribution as the posterior distribution in a pseudo-logistic re-
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gression model, we develop an efficient blocked Gibbs sampler combining the Polya–Gamma data
augmentation of Polson et al. [2013] along with a structured multivariate normal sampler from
Bhattacharya et al. [2016]. In contrast, existing Gibbs samplers for a tMVN distribution sample
the coordinates one-at-a-time from their respective full conditional univariate truncated normal dis-
tributions [Geweke, 1991, Kotecha and Djuric, 1999, Damien and Walker, 2001, Rodriguez-Yam
et al., 2004]. The algorithm of Geweke is implemented in the R package tmvtnorm [Wilhelm
and G, 2015]. While the Gibbs sampling procedure is entirely automated, it is well-recognized in a
broader context that such one-at-a-time updates can lead to slow mixing, especially if the variables
are highly correlated. We have additionally observed numerical instabilities in the R implementa-
tion for unconstrained dimensions exceeding 400. While exact Hamiltonian Markov chain (HMC)
algorithms to sample from tMVN [Pakman and Paninski, 2014] are also popular, such algorithms
are not suitable to sample from the soft tMVN, and leaf-frog steps with careful tuning are necessary
to obtain good mixing. There also exists accept-reject algorithms for the tMVN distribution that
create exact samples from the distribution [Botev, 2017]. The algorithm of Botev is implemented
in the R package TruncatedNormal [Botev, 2015]. While exact samples are possible, when
the acceptance probability becomes small, either the algorithm slows tremendously or approximate
samples are produced. We typically saw small acceptance probabilities in the R implementation
when the constrained dimension exceeded 200. With such motivation, we propose to replace a
tMVN distribution with its softened version inside a larger MCMC algorithm and use our sam-
pling strategy for the soft tMVN distribution. In recent years, there has been several instances of
such approximate MCMC (aMCMC) [Johndrow et al., 2015] algorithms where the exact transition
kernel of a Markov chain is replaced by an approximation thereof for computational ease.
Like the tMVN distribution, the soft tMVN distribution is conditionally conjugate for the mean
in a Gaussian likelihood. The soft tMVN can be viewed as a shrinkage prior which encourages
shrinkage towards a linearly constrained region rather than being supported on the region. There is
an interesting parallel between the soft tMVN distribution and global-local shrinkage priors used
in sparse regression problems. The global-local priors replace the point mass (at zero) of the more
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traditional discrete mixture priors and rather encourage shrinkage towards the origin, with the
motivation that a subset of the regression coefficients may have a small but non-negligible effect.
Similarly, the soft tMVN prior favors the shape constraints while allowing for small departures.
The rest of the section is organized as follows. In subsection 2.2, we introduce the soft tMVN
distribution as an approximation to the tMVN distribution and discuss its properties. In subsection
2.3, we discuss various strategies to sample from a soft tMVN distribution, including a scalable
Gibbs sampler suitable for high-dimensional situations. Subsection 2.4 contains a number of sim-
ulation examples to illustrate the efficacy of the proposed sampler as well as the approximation
capability of the soft tMVN distribution. We conclude with a discussion in Subsection 2.5.
2.2 The soft tMVN distribution






where µ ∈ Rd, Σ is a d× d positive definite matrix, and C is described by r ≤ d linear constraints,
C =
{
θ ∈ Rd :si (aTi θ) ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , r
}
,
where si ∈ {1,−1} denotes the sign of the ith inequality, and ai ∈ Rd. Without loss of generality,
we assume the first r coordinates to be constrained; this is mainly for notational convenience and
can always be achieved by reordering the variables, if necessary. We also assume throughout that
C has positive Rd-Lebesgue measure, so that the density γ in (2.1) is non-singular on Rd. In the
special case where ai = ei, the ith unit vector in Rd (with 1 at the ith coordinate and 0 elsewhere),
the constraint set C reduces to the form ⊗ri=1Ci ⊗ Rq mentioned in the introduction. While this is
an important motivating example, our approach works more generally for the type of constraints
in the above display.
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Write, using the convention 00 = 1,
1(θ ∈ C) =
∏
i∈[r] : si=1
1(aTi θ ≥ 0)
∏
i∈[r] : si=−1




{1(aTi θ ≥ 0)}1(si=1) {1(aTi θ < 0)}1(si=−1).
Our main idea is to replace the indicator functions above with a smoothed or “soft” approximation.
A rich class of approximations to the indicator function 1(0,∞)(·) is provided by sigmoid functions,
which are non-negative, monotone increasing, differentiable, and satisfy limx→∞ σ(x) = 1 and
limx→−∞ σ(x) = 0. The cumulative distribution function of any absolutely continuous distribution
on R which is symmetric about zero can be potentially used as a sigmoid function. Here, for
reasons to be apparent shortly, we choose to use the logistic sigmoid function σ(x) = 1/(1 + e−x),







, x ∈ R, (2.2)
to be a scaled version of σ(·). The parameter η controls the quality of the approximation, with
larger values of η providing increasingly better approximations to 1(0,∞)(·). In fact, it is straight-




, x ∈ R. (2.3)
It is also immediate that (1−ση(·)) is an approximation to 1(−∞,0)(·) with the same approximation
error.
We are now ready to describe our approximation scheme. Fixing some large η and replacing
the indicators by their respective sigmoidal approximations in (2.1), we obtain the approximation
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for θ ∈ Rd. We refer to γη as a soft tMVN distribution and generically denote it by N sC (µ,Σ).
In the one-dimensional case, γη(θ) = φ(θ|µ, σ)F (θ) where φ(x|µ, θ) is the normal density
with mean µ and variance σ2 and F (x) is the logistic distribution function. This is similar to a
skew normal density, except in the skew normal density, F (x) is the normal distribution function
instead of the logistic distribution function [Arellano-Valle and Azzalini, 2006].
It is immediate to note that γη is a smooth (infinitely differentiable) density supported on Rd.


















i.e., the Hessian matrix of the negative log density is positive definite. This implies that γη is a log-
concave density, which, in particular means γη is unimodal. We collect these various observations
about γη in Proposition 2.2.1.
Proposition 2.2.1. Let γ and γη be respectively defined as in (2.1) and (2.4). Then, γη is an





|γη(θ)− γ(θ)| dθ = 0.
A proof is provided in Appendix A. The last part of Proposition 2.2.1 formalizes the intuition
that γη approximates γ for large η by showing that the L1 distance between γη and γ converges to
0 as η →∞. An inspection of the proof for the L1 approximation will reveal that we haven’t used
any particular feature of the logistic function and the argument can be extended to other sigmoid
functions.
The L1 approximation result implies that although γη has a non-zero density at all points in
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Rd, the effective support is the region C for large values of η, and a random draw from γη will fall
inside C with overwhelmingly large probability. This is because
γη(θ 6∈ C) = 1− γη(θ ∈ C)





so using Proposition 2.2.1, the probability of θ falling outside of the region C approaches zero as η
approaches infinity. To obtain a more quantitative feel for how the approximation gets better with
increasing η, we set γ to be a standard bivariate normal distribution truncated to the first orthant,




Figure 2.1 shows contour plots of γ (last column) along with those for γη for various values of η,
with η increasing from left to right. Each row corresponds to a different value of ρ. It is evident
that the approximation quickly improves as η increases, and stabilizes around η = 100. We later
show in simulations involving substantial higher dimensions that γη with η = 100 continues to
provide a reasonable approximation to the corresponding tMVN distribution γ.
The accurate approximation of the soft tMVN has two important consequences in our opinion.
First, for any of the examples discussed in the introduction which require a sample from a tMVN
within an MCMC algorithm, a sample from a tMVN can be replaced with a sample from the
corresponding soft tMVN distribution; we discuss efficient strategies to sample the soft tMVN
distribution in the next subsection. Second, the soft tMVN distribution can itself be used as a prior
distribution for constrained parameters. As a prior, the soft tMVN replaces the hard constraints
imposed by the tMVN with soft constraints, encouraging shrinkage towards the constrained region
C. Indeed, the soft tMVN distribution can be considered a global shrinkage prior [Polson and Scott,
2010] which shrinks vectors towards a pre-specified constrained region.
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Figure 2.1: Contour plots of γ and γη for η = 10, 50, 100, and 150, where γ as in (2.5) is a standard
bivariate normal distribution with correlation ρ, truncated to the positive orthant. The rows from
top to bottom correspond to ρ = 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 respectively.
The tMVN prior is conditionally conjugate for a Gaussian likelihood and the soft tMVN prior
naturally inherits this conditional conjugacy. Suppose Y | θ, σ2 ∼ N (Φθ, σ2In) and θ ∼ N sC (µ,Σ)
is assigned a soft tMVN prior. Then,
θ | Y, σ2, µ,Σ ∼ N sC
(
(ΦTΦ/σ2 + Σ−1)−1ΦTY, (ΦTΦ/σ2 + Σ−1)−1
)
.
The conditional conjugacy allows one to fit a conditionally Gaussian model with a soft tMVN prior
using standard Gibbs sampling algorithms, provided one can efficiently sample from a soft tMVN
distribution. We provide a detailed exposition in Section 3, with a specific application of the soft
tMVN distribution as a prior in Bayesian monotone single-index models.
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2.3 Sampling from the soft tMVN distribution
2.3.1 Gibbs sampler in high-dimensions
In this subsection, we propose a scalable data-augmentation blocked-Gibbs sampler to sample
from a soft tMVN distribution. The proposed Gibbs sampler updates the entire θ vector in a block,
unlike one-at-a-time updates for Gibbs samplers for tMVNs.
Apart from log-concavity, the other nice feature behind our choice of the logistic sigmoid func-
tion is that γη can be recognized as the posterior distribution of a vector of regression parameters
in a logistic regression model. To see this, consider the setup of a logistic regression model with
binary response ti ∈ {0, 1} and vector of predictors Wi ∈ Rd for i = 1, . . . r,








Assuming a N (µ,Σ) prior on the vector of regression coefficients θ, the posterior distribution of




















If we now set ti = 1(si = 1) and Wi = η ai, then the above density is identical to γη. The
number of constraints r plays the role of the sample size, and the ambient dimension d ≥ r
indicates the number of the regression parameters in this pseudo-logistic model. Thus, sampling
from γη is equivalent to sampling from the conditional posterior of regression parameters in a high-
dimensional logistic regression model, which can be conveniently carried out using the Polya–
Gamma data augmentation scheme of Polson et al. [2013]. The Polya–Gamma scheme introduces r
auxiliary variables ω1, . . . , ωr and performs Gibbs sampling by alternatively sampling from ω | θ, t
and θ | ω, t as follows:
1. Sample ωi | θ, t ∼ PG(1,W Ti θ) independently for i = 1, . . . , r,




TΩW + Σ−1)−1, µω = Σω(W
Tκ+ Σ−1µ), (2.6)
where W ∈ Rr×d with ith row W Ti , t = (t1, . . . , tr)T, κ = (t− 1/2), and Ω = diag(ω1, . . . , ωr).
In 1, PG denotes a Polya–Gamma distribution which can be sampled using the Bayeslogit
package in R [Polson et al., 2013]. Note that the entire θ vector is sampled in a block in step 2. The
worst-case complexity of sampling from the multivariate Gaussian distribution in (2.6) is O(d3).
However, exploiting the structure of µω and Σω, a sample from N (µω,Σω) can be obtained with
significantly less cost using a recent algorithm in Bhattacharya et al. [2016] provided d r and a
N (0,Σ) variate can be cheaply sampled.
Define Φ = Ω1/2W and α = Ω−1/2κ. Then, a sample from 2 is obtained by first sampling
θ̄ ∼ N ((ΦTΦ + Σ−1)−1ΦTα, (ΦTΦ + Σ−1)−1), (2.7)
and setting
θ = µ̄+ θ̄, µ̄ = (ΦTΦ + Σ−1)−1Σ−1µ. (2.8)
First, by the Sherman–Woodbury–Morrison formula,
(ΦTΦ + Σ−1)−1 = Σ− ΣΦT(ΦΣΦT + Ir)−1ΦΣ.
Thus,
µ̄ = µ− ΣΦT(ΦΣΦT + Ir)−1Φµ, (2.9)
which only requires solving a r × r system.
Sampling θ̄ in (2.7) can be efficiently carried out by adapting the algorithm of Bhattacharya
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et al. [2016] to the present setting. The steps are:
1. Sample u ∼ N (0,Σ) and δ ∼ N (0, Ir)
2. Set v = Φu+ δ
3. Solve (ΦΣΦT + Ir)w = (α− v)
4. Set θ̄ = u+ ΣΦTw.
It follows from Bhattacharya et al. [2016] that θ̄ obtained in step 4 has the desired Gaussian dis-
tribution. Barring the sampling of u in step 1, the remaining steps have a combined complexity
of O(r2d), which can be significantly smaller than d3 when d  r. If Σ is a diagonal matrix, u
can be trivially sampled with O(d) cost. Even for non-diagonal Σ, it is often possible to exploit
its structure to cheaply sample from N (0,Σ). For example, in the probit and multivariate probit





where L is a q × q diagonal matrix and H is an N × q (possibly dense) matrix. A sample u from
N (0,Σ) is then obtained by
1. Sample z ∼ N (0, IN) and u2 ∼ N (0, L) independently.




Since u is a linear transformation of (z, u2) which is jointly Gaussian, u also has a joint Gaussian
distribution. Calculating the covariance matrix of u then immediately shows that u ∼ N (0,Σ).
Since L is diagonal, u2 can be sampled in O(q) steps, and the matrix multiplication costs O(Nq2),
so that the overall cost is O(Nq2).
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2.3.2 Other strategies
In moderate dimensions, it is possible to use a Metropolis (Gaussian) random walk and its
various extensions to sample from a soft tMVN distribution. In particular, given that the soft
tMVN distribution can be recognized as the posterior distribution in a model with a Gaussian
prior, elliptical slice sampling [Murray et al., 2010] is a viable option.
There is substantial literature on sampling from log-concave distributions using variants of the
Metropolis algorithm with strong theoretical guarantees [Frieze et al., 1994, Frieze and Kannan,
1999, Lovász and Vempala, 2006a,b, Belloni and Chernozhukov, 2011]. More recently, Dalalyan
[2017] and Durmus and Moulines [2019] provided non-asymptotic bounds on the rate of conver-
gence of unadjusted Langevin Monte Carlo (LMC) algorithms for log-concave target densities.
Assuming the target density is proportional to e−f(θ) for some convex function f , the successive
iterates of a first-order LMC algorithm takes the form
θk+1 = θk − h∇f(θk) +
√
2h ξk+1, k = 0, 1, . . . ,
where the {ξk}s are independent N (0, I) variates and h > 0 is a step-size parameter. Clearly,
{θk}k=0,1,... forms a discrete-time Markov chain and the results in Dalalyan [2017] and Durmus
and Moulines [2019] characterize the rate at which the distribution of θk converges to the target
density in total variation distance. Aside from the non-asymptotic bounds, another key message
from their results is that the typical Metropolis adjustment as in Metropolis adjusted Langevin
(MALA) [Roberts and Rosenthal, 1998] is not required for log-concave targets. Dalalyan [2017]
also provides a second-order version of the LMC algorithm called LMCO which can incorporate
the Hessian∇2f . Since both∇(− log γη) and∇2(− log γη) are analytically tractable, it is possible
to use both the LMC and LMCO algorithms to sample from γη.
Other than MCMC, another possible strategy to sample from γη is to use a multivariate gener-
alization of the adaptive rejection sampling (ARS) [Gilks and Wild, 1992].
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Figure 2.2: The top panel shows contour plots of a bivariate marginal of a 50-dimensional tMVN
distribution with an equicorrelation covariance structure obtained using Botev’s rejection sampler;
the left and right figures correspond to the correlation parameter ρ = 0.25 and 0.75 respectively.
The bottom panel shows the same for the corresponding soft tMVN distribution with η = 100,
which continues to provide a good approximation.
2.4 Simulations
In this subsection, we conduct a number of simulations to empirically illustrate that the soft
tMVN distribution continues to provide an accurate approximation to the tMVN distribution in
high-dimensional situations. These simulations also demonstrate the scalability of the proposed
Gibbs sampler.
To begin with, we first justify our continued use of η = 100 in higher dimensions. In Fig-
ure 2.1, we had provided the contour plots of a bivariate tMVN distribution and its soft tMVN
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approximation with η = 100. As an obvious extension, we now consider the bivariate marginal
of (θ1, θ2), where θ ∈ R50 is drawn from a multivariate normal distribution with mean µ = 0
and with a compound symmetry covariance structure, Σ = (1 − ρ)I50 + ρ1501T50, truncated to
the positive orthant. We consider two choices of ρ, namely ρ = 0.25 and 0.75, and provide the
contour plots for NC(µ,Σ) and N sC (µ,Σ) in the top and bottom panels of Figure 2.2 respectively.
The contour plots were drawn by collecting 150, 000 samples from the NC(µ,Σ) and N sC (µ,Σ)
distributions, and then retaining the first two coordinates in each case to obtain samples from the
bivariate marginal. Specifically, we used the rejection sampler of Botev [2017] implemented in
the R package TruncatedNormal [Botev, 2015] to draw samples from a tMVN distribution
and used our data augmentation Gibbs sampler to sample from the soft tMVN distribution. The
figure shows that η = 100 remains a reasonable choice in higher dimensions, and we henceforth
fix η = 100 throughout. The figure also shows that the contours between the two distributions are
comparable with the soft tMVN having a slightly larger peak.
Next, we provide some numerical summaries in two different settings. Due to the inherent dif-
ficulty of comparing two high-dimensional distributions, we will compare the marginal densities.
Specifically, given densities f and g on Rd with finite mean, we consider two different measures
to compare them. The first one uses the 1st Wasserstein (W1) distance between two distributions,
W1(f, g) [Villani, 2008]. The W1 distance is defined as
W1(f, g) = inf
(U,V )∈Cf,g
E‖U − V ‖
where Cf,g is the collection of all couplings between f and g, i.e., pair of random variables (U, V )








where fi denotes the ith marginal density of f . We used the R package transport to compute
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the average W1 distance between γ and γη, which to our convenience only requires samples from
the two densities in questions. We note here that an analytic calculation is out of question since the
marginal densities of both γ and γη lack closed-form expressions.









We compute D and ξ between γ and γη for two different covariance structures in Σ. Due to the
lack of analytic expressions for the marginals for non-diagonal Σ, we resort to simulations to ap-
proximateD and ξ. The highest dimension d used in our simulations is d = 600; while our sampler
can be scaled beyond this, the rejection sampler starts producing warning messages due to incur-
ring small acceptance probabilities. The code for sampling from the soft tMVN distribution with
both covariance structures is located at https://github.com/aesouris/softTMVN.
2.4.1 Probit-Gaussian Process example
For our first example, we consider θ ∼ Nn(0,Σ)1C(θ) where the covariance matrix Σ is
formed from the Mátern kernel [Rasmussen, 2004] and C = C1 ⊗ C2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Cn where Ci is
either (−∞, 0) or (0,∞) for i = 1, . . . , n. This structure is motivated by a binary Gaussian
process (GP) classification model. Suppose Yi ∈ {0, 1} is a binary response at locations si, mod-
eled as Yi = 1{Z(si) > 0} for i = 1, . . . , n, where Z is a continuous latent threshold function.
In GP classification, Z is assigned a mean-zero Gaussian process prior Z ∼ GP (0, Kn), with
[Kn]ij = K(si, sj) andK a positive definite kernel. Here, we takeK to be a Mátern kernel. Letting
Z = [Z(s1), . . . , Z(sn)]
T, the conditional distribution of Z | Y follows the aboveNn(0, Kn)1C(Z)
where Ci = (−∞, 0) if Yi = 0 and Ci = (0,∞) if Yi = 1.
For the simulation, set n = {100, 200}. Let si = i for i = 1, . . . , n. We randomly sample `1
from {10, . . . , n/2} and `2 from {n/2+1, . . . , n−10} and let Y1, . . . , Y`1 = 1, Y`1+1, . . . , Y`2 = 0,
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and Y`2+1, . . . , Yn = 1. This is simply to mimic the situation when the true latent function Z takes
positive values on [0, a], negative values on [a, b], and positive values again on [b,∞] for some
0 < a < b. We set the smoothness parameter for the Mátern kernel at 3/5 and the scale parameter at
1. We then proceed to draw 5000 samples from the tMVN,Nn(0,Σ)1C(θ), using Botev’s rejection
sampler and 5000 samples from the soft tMVN, N sn(0,Σ)1C(θ), using our Gibbs sampler. The
5000 samples were collected for our method after discarding 1000 initial samples as burn-in and
collecting every 100th sample to thin the chain. There is high autocorrelation in the chain, so the
large thinning parameter is necessary, but this is an effecient sampler, so we are not worried about
the extra sampling.
Figure 2.3: Overlapping density plot for the Probit-Gaussian Process simulation when n = 100.
Blue denotes the tMVN distribution and pink denotes the soft tMVN distribution. The density
plots are obtained using 5000 independent samples from each distribution.
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Figure 2.4: Overlapping density plot for the Probit-Gaussian Process simulation when n = 200.
Blue denotes the tMVN distribution and pink denotes the soft tMVN distribution. The density
plots are obtained using 5000 independent samples from each distribution.
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the marginal density plots of 8 coordinates of θ based on the 5000
samples for the two values of n respectively. The tMVN distribution is shown in blue while the
soft tMVN is in pink. It is evident that for both values of n, the marginal densities are visually
indistinguishable. To obtain an overall summary measure, Figure 2.5 shows the histogram of ξ,
defined in equation (2.11), (left panel) and D, defined in (2.10), over 50 independent simulations.
Both the histograms are tightly centered near the origin, which again suggests the closeness of the
tMVN and soft tMVN distributions. As a quick comparison, the value of D between N(0,Σ) and
N(0.005,Σ) for the current Σ is about 0.03 for both values of n.
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Figure 2.5: Histogram of ξ (left panel) and D (right panel) over 50 independent replicates for the
Probit-Gaussian Process simulation. The pink is when n = 100 and the blue is when n = 200.
2.4.2 Probit-Gaussian example





C = C1 ⊗ C2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ CN ⊗ RP , Ci is either (−∞, 0) or (0,∞) for i in 1, . . . , N , X is an N × P
matrix, and Λ is a P × P diagonal matrix.
This covariance structure is motivated by a univariate/multivariate probit model. The usual
univariate probit model has binary response variables Yi = {0, 1} with predictors xi ∈ Rd for
i = 1, . . . , n. Using the latent variable representation of Albert and Chib [1993], Yi = 1(zi > 0)
where zi follows a N (xTi β, 1) distribution and β ∈ Rp. Setting a Gaussian prior on β, βj ∼
N (0, λj), the joint distribution of θ = [z, β] follows a Gaussian distribution. Then the conditional
posterior of θ | Y, x, λ follows the above NN+P (0,Σ)1C(θ) distribution where X = [x1, . . . xn]T,
Λ = diag{λ1, . . . , λp}, N = n, P = p, and Ci = (−∞, 0) if Yi = 0 and Ci = (0,∞) if Yi = 1.
The multivariate probit model has data (yi, xi) where yi = [yi1, . . . , yiq] ∈ {0, 1}q is a binary
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response with predictors xi ∈ Rp for i = 1, . . . n. Using data augmentation, yik = 1(zik) where zik
follows aN (xTi βk, 1) distribution and βk ∈ Rp. Assume that βjk follows aN (0, λjk) prior. Letting
ỹk = [y1k, . . . , ynk], z̃k = [z1k, . . . , znk], and λk = [λ1k, . . . , λpk], we can rewrite the model in terms
of vectors instead of matrices. Let Y = [ỹ1, . . . , ỹq], Z = [z̃1, . . . , z̃q], λ = [λ1, . . . , λq], and β =
[β1, . . . , βq]. Then θ = [Z, β] follows a Gaussian distribution and the conditional distribution of θ
follows the aboveNN+P (0,Σ)1C(θ) where X̃ = [x1, . . . , xn]T,X = diag(X̃)k=1,...,q, Λ = diag(λ),
N = nq, P = pq, and Cik = (−∞, 0) if yik = 0 and Cik = (0,∞) if yik = 1.
For this simulation, we sample xi
iid∼ N (0, IP ) and λj ∼ U [1/15, 1/5], and then set Σ to the
above form. Draw β ∼ N (0,Λ) and Z ∼ N (Xβ, In). Then if Zi ≥ 0, set Yi = 1 and if Zi < 0,
set Yi = 0. For both (N,P ) = {(100, 400), (200, 400)}, we then proceed to draw 5000 samples
from the tMVN, Nn(0,Σ)1C(θ), using Botev’s rejection sampler and 5000 samples from the soft
tMVN,N sn(0,Σ)1C(θ), using our Gibbs sampler. The 5000 samples were collected for our method
after discarding 1000 initial samples as burn-in and collecting every 100th sample to thin the chain.
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the marginal density plots of 8 coordinates of θ based on the 5000
samples for the two combinations respectively; as before, the tMVN distribution is shown in blue
while the soft tMVN is in pink. We once again see that for both combinations, the marginal
densities overlap well. To obtain an overall summary measure, Figure 2.8 shows the histogram of
ξ, defined in equation (2.11), (left panel) andD, defined in (2.10), over 50 independent simulations.
We see that the histogram of ξ and D shifts to the right for n = 200 than for n = 100. This shift is
expected as the size of the matrixX grows, and thus, the size of Σ grows. As a point of comparison,
in Figure 2.9, we plot the histogram ofD betweenN (0,Σ) andN (0.005,Σ) for the present choice
of Σ and see a similar shift. We believe that the shift occurs for the probit-Gaussian motivated soft
tMVN but not the probit-Gaussian process motivated soft tMVN due to structure of Σ. In the
probit-Gaussian process motivated soft tMVN, Σ does not change with each trial and it has a very
solid structure, while in the probit-Gaussian motivated soft tMVN, Σ changes for each trial and
has a very random structure.
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Figure 2.6: Overlapping density plot for the Probit-Gaussian simulation when n = 100. Blue
denotes the tMVN distribution and pink denotes the soft tMVN distribution. The density plots are
obtained using 5000 independent samples from each distribution.
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Figure 2.7: Overlapping density plot for the Probit-Gaussian simulation when n = 200. Blue
denotes the tMVN distribution and pink denotes the soft tMVN distribution. The density plots are
obtained using 5000 independent samples from each distribution.
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Figure 2.8: Histogram of ξ (left) and D (right) over 50 trials for the Probit-Gaussian simulation.
The pink is when n = 100 and the blue is when n = 200.
Figure 2.9: Histogram of D over 50 trials between N (0,Σ) and N (0.005,Σ) where Σ is the same
as in the Probit-Gaussian simulations. The pink is when n = 100 and the blue is when n = 200.
This is used for comparison with Figure 2.8.
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2.5 Discussion
In this section, we have presented the soft tMVN distribution, which provides a smooth ap-
proximation to the tMVN distribution with linear constraints. Our theoretical and empirical results
suggest that the soft tMVN distribution offers a good approximation to the tMVN distribution in
high dimensional situations.
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3. APPLICATIONS TO BAYESIAN CONSTRAINED ESTIMATION
3.1 Introduction
The truncated multivariate normal (tMVN) distribution is routinely used as a prior distribution
on model parameters in Bayesian shape-constrained regression. Structural constraints, such as
monotonicity and/or convexity, are commonly induced by expanding the function in an appropriate
basis where the constraints can be induced by imposing linear constraints on the coefficients;
some examples of such a basis include piecewise linear functions [Dunson and Neelon, 2003],
splines [Cai and Dunson, 2007], Bernstein polynomials [Wang and Ghosh, 2012], and compactly
supported basis functions [Maatouk and Bay, 2017, Zhou et al., 2019a]. Under a Gaussian or
scale-mixture of Gaussian error distribution, the conditional posterior of the basis coefficients once
again turns out to be truncated normal with linear constraints, necessitating sampling from a tMVN
distribution for posterior inference.
Since the soft tMVN distribution developed in Section 2 is also conditionally conjugate to
a Gaussian likelihood, one may use it as a prior distribution on the basis coefficients in Bayesian
shape-constrained regression problems. In this section, we develop an approximate MCMC [Johndrow
et al., 2015] algorithm which replaces the tMVN distribution with the soft tMVN distribution as
the prior in a Bayesian shape-constrained regression problem. For illustration purpose, we con-
sider a monotone single-index model considering its usefulness in practical applications, noting
that the methodology can be extended to more standard constrained regression applications such
as estimation of bounded, monotone, or convex/concave functions. We pick the monotone single-
index model example due to limited previous treatment from a Bayesian perspective. Moreover,
this example nicely brings out the computational advantages of using a soft tMVN prior.
The rest of the section is as follows. In subsection 3.2 we introduce the monotone single-index
model. In subsection 3.3 we describe the prior specification. Subsection 3.4 contains a simulation
that exemplifies the usefulness of the soft tMVN distribution as an approximation to the tMVN
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distribution. We conclude in subsection 3.5 with a discussion.
3.2 Monotone single-index model
Given response-covariate pairs {(yi, xi)}ni=1 ∈ R × Rp, a Gaussian single-index model [An-
toniadis et al., 2004, Chen and Samworth, 2016, Gramacy and Lian, 2012, Wang, 2009, Yu and
Ruppert, 2002] assumes the form
yi = f(x
T
i α) + εi, εi ∼ N(0, σ2), i = 1, . . . , n, (3.1)
where f : R → R is an unknown link function and α ∈ Rp an unknown coefficient vector.
Throughout, we assume the covariates to be standardized. The single-index model provides a
bridge between linear and non-linear modeling by first linearly projecting the high-dimensional
vector of predictors to the real line and then modeling the response as a non-linear function of the
projection. The model (3.1) is clearly non-identifiable without further restrictions; we follow a
standard prescription to impose a unit norm restriction, ‖α‖ = 1, on α.
We consider a monotone single-index model [Cavanagh and Sherman, 1998, Ahn et al., 1996,
Balabdaoui et al., 2019, Foster et al., 2013, Luo and Ghosal, 2016] where the link function f
is monotone non-decreasing. Monotone single-index models have widespread applications in
biomedical science, e.g. find gene-gene interactions [Luss et al., 2012] and to study the rela-
tionship between risk factors for survival with leukemia [Schell and Singh, 1997]. To model f , we
use a Bernstein polynomial basis noting that other basis functions mentioned in the introduction
can also be used. Using the Bernstein polynomial basis, there are established sufficient conditions






uj(1− u)M−j, u ∈ [0, 1],
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θ0 ≤ θ1 ≤ · · · ≤ θM , (3.2)
then BM(u) is non-decreasing [Chak et al., 2005].
To apply the Bernstein polynomial basis to our setting, we need some preprocessing as de-
scribed below. Since |xTi α| ≤ ‖xi‖ ‖α‖ = ‖xi‖ by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the iden-
tifiability restriction respectively, if we let c = maxi ‖xi‖ and transform x̃i = xi/c, we have
|x̃iTα| ≤ 1. Hence, we need to perform a change of variable to transform the support of the
Bernstein polynomial to [−1, 1]. To that end, we write BM,j(u) = pj(u)/(M + 1) for u ∈ [0, 1],
where pj(u) is the density of a Beta(j + 1,M − j + 1) distribution. Letting T = 2U − 1 for
U ∼ Beta(j + 1,M − j + 1), the density of T is qj(t) = 12pj{(t + 1)/2} for t ∈ [−1, 1]. Let
B̃M,j(t) = qj(t)/(M + 1) for j = 0, . . . ,M represent the transformed Bernstein polynomial basis
and define our monotone single-index model as
yi = B̃M(x̃
T
i α) + εi, B̃M(t) =
M∑
j=0
θjB̃M,j(t), t ∈ [−1, 1]. (3.3)
Under the order-restriction on the basis coefficients in (3.2), B̃M(·) remains non-decreasing. Set
ψ0 = θ0, ψ1 = θ1 − θ0, . . . , ψM = θM − θM−1, so that (3.2) is equivalent to ψk ≥ 0 for k =
1, . . . ,M . Thus the non-decreasing constraint can be written in terms of ψ = [ψ0, . . . , ψM ]T. Let
A be an (M + 1) × (M + 1) lower triangular matrix where all the lower triangle elements and
diagonal elements are 1. Then Aψ = θ where θ = [θ0, . . . , θM ]T.
To place the monotone single-index model (3.3) in vectorized notation, let
B̃iM = [B̃M,0(x̃
T
i α), . . . , B̃M,M(x̃
T
i α)]
T and Bα = [B̃1M , . . . B̃nM ]T so that Bα is a n×(M+1) matrix,
with the subscript serving as a reminder that Bα depends on α. Then letting Y = [y1, . . . , yn]T,
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(3.3) can be equivalently represented as
Y = Bαθ + ε = BαAψ + ε.
3.3 Prior specification
Our prior specification on the model parameters (ψ, α, σ2) assumes the form π(ψ, α, σ2) =
π(ψ) π(α) π(σ2). We consider two different priors on ψ: (i) a tMVN priorNC(0, 25IM+1), and (ii)
a soft tMVN priorN sC (0, 25IM+1), where in both cases C = R⊗[0,∞)M . Next, we set α = β/ ‖β‖
and assign a standard Gaussian prior on β. Finally, we consider a inverse-Gamma prior on σ2 with
mean 1 and variance 10. For sake of future reference, we refer to the joint prior on (ψ, α, σ2)
corresponding to cases (i) and (ii) by πh and πs respectively, with the superscripts indicative of a
usual (hard) or soft tMVN prior on the constrained parameter.
We employ a Metropolis-within-Gibbs algorithm to sample from the posterior distribution with
either prior. For πh, the conditional posterior ψ | σ2, α is NC(µψ,Σψ), while the same for πs is















αY, Dα = BαA.
The conditional distribution of σ2|ψ, α is inverse-Gamma in both cases. To sample from α|σ2, ψ,
we use a Metropolis step with the proposal density on β as J(βt|βt−1) ∼ N (βt−1, 0.012I). The
proposal standard deviation of 0.01 was chosen to give an acceptance probability around 0.35 for
β.
3.4 Simulation
The following simulation compares the Metropolis-within-Gibbs algorithms for the priors πh
and πs respectively. We generate data from the model (3.3) with n = 800, p = 5, M = 20, and a
set of true parameter values ψ0, α0, σ20 . We set σ0 = 0.1 and α0 = β0/‖β0‖ with β0 drawn from
a standard Gaussian distribution. Finally, we set θ0 ∈ R21 equal to the vector where the first six
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entries are -1, then -0.5, then the next seven entries are 0, then 0.5, then the last six entries are 1.
We consider 30 independent replicates for model fitting and perform out-of-sample prediction on
a single separate dataset of size 200.
We set η = 500 for the soft tMVN prior πs. We observed sensitivity for smaller values of
η in this context; something that we didn’t encounter earlier, possibly due to the more difficult
sampling problem involved here1. For each of the 30 replicates, we run the Gibbs samplers for
πh and πs outlined above to collect 1000 posterior samples each. These 1000 samples are after a
burn-in period of 1000 and after thinning the chain by 100. The 1000 samples are used to calculate
the posterior mean of α, α̂, and the posterior mean of θ, θ̂. For πh, we use the rejection sampler of
Botev [2017] implemented in the R package TruncatedNormal [Botev, 2015] to draw samples
from the tMVN distribution, while for πs, we use the data augmentation Gibbs sampler defined in
subsection 2.3 to sample from the soft tMVN distribution. The code to run both Gibbs samplers
can be found at https://github.com/aesouris/softTMVN.
In terms of statistical performance, the two samplers were comparable. The average out-of-
sample prediction error for the soft tMVN prior across the 30 replicates was 0.005 with a standard
deviation of 0.0106, while the same numbers for the tMVN prior were 0.002 and 0.0066 respec-
tively.
α-ESS ψ-ESS run-time (in hours)
soft tMVN prior 253.6625 686.0742 3.780.0026
tMVN prior 168.4741 796.6799 15.453.8204
Table 3.1: The first two columns report the average effective sample sizes (out of 1000 MCMC
samples) for α and ψ for the two Gibbs samplers. The average is over both the parameter entries as
well as the 30 replicates. The final column reports the run-time (in hours) for the respective Gibbs
samplers to collect 1000 posterior samples, with the subscript denoting the standard deviation
across replicates.
Table 3.1 reports the effective sample sizes for α and ψ as well as the run-time for the two
1See the Appendix B for an example with a smaller value of η.
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Gibbs samplers. The two samplers are similar in terms of the effective sample sizes; however the
Gibbs sampler for the tMVN prior has almost 5 times the run-time of the soft tMVN sampler.
The mixing is slow for either samplers which is indicative of a general issue for problems with
constrained parameter spaces; remember the 1000 posterior samples are collected with a thinning
size of 100. Although a formal proof is beyond the scope of this dissertation, empirical evidence
suggests that the constrained parameters inside the Gibbs sampler may get stuck into regions of low
probability, and it can take a long time to escape these regions. Specifically, we see that Botev’s
state-of-the-art rejection sampler can sometimes take exceedingly long to make a single move; note
the variability in the run-time across the 30 trials in Table 3.1. While our chain also suffers from
a similar slow mixing, it has substantially better per-iteration cost which makes it possible to run
it for a large path-length to collect a substantial number of effective samples. The computational
advantage becomes even more pronounced for higher dimensions; we do not report a simulation
with a higher dimension M since the tMVN sampler takes exceedingly long to run.
3.5 Discussion
In this section, we have illustrated that the soft tMVN distribution is a more computationally
viable alternative prior to the usual tMVN prior in a monotone single-index model, especially
in complex problems where an MCMC algorithm may get stuck in regions of very low prob-
ability, making it difficult to move. The monotone single-index model example illustrates this
phenomenon and we expect it to be more widely prevalent in Bayesian constrained problems.
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4. BAYESIAN SOFTMAX-AFFINE CONVEX REGRESSION
4.1 Introduction
Convex regression is useful in many applications, including economics, survival analysis,
statistics, and optimization. In economics, production functions [Skiba, 1978, Varian, 1984],
consumer preferences [Meyer and Pratt, 1968], and utility functions [Matzkin et al., 1991] are
concave functions, which are the negative of a convex function. In survival analysis, the hazard
rate and failure rate are convex functions [Forbes et al., 2011]. In statistics, density function are
log-concave [Cule et al., 2010]. In optimization, geometric programming requires convex approx-
imations [Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004].
Traditionally, there have been fewer methods for multivariate convex regression compared to
nonparametric regression methods. The earliest method is the least squares estimator (LSE; Hil-
dreth [1954], Holloway [1979]). Another approach is to place a positive semi-definite restriction
on the Hessian of the estimator [Henderson and Parmeter, 2009, Roy et al., 2007, Aguilera and
Morin, 2009]. Hannah and Dunson [2013] proposed the Convex Adaptive Partitioning (CAP)
and fast CAP methods. The CAP method adaptively partitions the covariate space, fits hyper-
planes within each partition, then estimates the convex function by taking the maximum of the
hyperplanes. Mazumder et al. [2019] uses an algorithmic framework based on the augmented
Lagrangian method to solve the LSE in a scalable way.
In the Bayesian literature, convex regression is a specific example of shape-constrained regres-
sion where shape-constrained regression imposes a structural constraint such as monotonicity or
convexity on the regression function. These structural constraints are usually performed by ex-
panding a set of basis functions and then placing a constraint on their coefficients. Some examples
of basis functions used for convex regression include Bernstein polynomials [Chak et al., 2005,
Wang and Ghosh, 2012], compactly supported basis functions [Maatouk and Bay, 2017, Zhou
et al., 2019b], regression splines [Meyer et al., 2011], and restricted splines [Shively et al., 2011].
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In contrast to the basis function approaches above, Hannah and Dunson [2011] proposed a
Bayesian version of their CAP method, called Multivariate Bayesian Convex Regression (MBCR),
where they model the unknown convex function as the maxima of hyperplanes. They placed a
prior on the number of components, as well as the slopes and intercepts for each of the individual
hyperplanes. They proposed a reversible jump MCMC (RJMCMC) algorithm to sample from the
posterior distribution.
We introduce the softmax-affine convex (SMA) regression which approximates a convex func-
tion using the softmax function. The softmax function is a smooth function that approximates the
maximum function. The SMA regression method is similar to CAP and MBCR, but we replace the
maximum function with the softmax function. One of the greatest advantages of this replacement
is that the softmax function is smooth, so gradients can be computed. Then, default Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo (HMC) methods can be used. The SMA regression is a fully Bayesian model, so we
are able to get both posterior predictions and credible intervals for the function. It also works well
for large sample sizes.
In subsection 4.2, we introduce the softmax function and SMA regression. Subsection 4.3
contains the methods utilized for checking convergence. In subsection 4.4, we run two different
simulations. One compares our method to other convex regression methods like LSE (Hildreth
[1954], Holloway [1979]) and CAP and Fast CAP [Hannah and Dunson, 2013]. The other simula-
tion illustrates how to choose hyperparameters. Finally, subsection 4.5 concludes the section with
a discussion.
4.2 SMA Regression
Consider a regression model
yi = g(xi) + εi, i = 1, . . . , n, (4.1)
where the response yi ∈ R and the predictor xi ∈ X ⊂ Rd. We shall assume the errors εi to be
independent and normally distributed with a common variance σ2 throughout this section, although
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extensions to the heteroskedastic case is straightforward. We are interested in the situation where





≤ tg(x) + (1− t)g(x′).
Hannah and Dunson [2013] proposed a convex adaptive partitioning (CAP) approach for such
multivariate convex regression. The basic idea behind CAP can be described as follows. If a
convex function g is differentiable, then for all x, x′ ∈ X , g(x′) ≥ g(x) + (x′ − x)T∇g(x), i.e.,
the curve always lies above its tangent line at any point x. Depending on the curvature of g, the
linear approximation at x given by g(x) + (· − x)T∇g(x) will provide an accurate approximation
in a neighborhood of x and will deteriorate beyond that. This is where CAP uses a second property
of convex functions that the maxima of a collection of convex functions is again convex [Boyd
and Vandenberghe, 2004]. CAP then proceeds to adaptively partition the input space. Within
each partition, it fits a hyperplane, and the overall function is estimated as a maxima of the fitted
hyperplanes. We note here that the development and theoretical guarantees for CAP do not require
differentiability and can instead work with the weaker notion of sub-differentiability. Hannah and
Dunson [2013] also proposed a Fast CAP approach which performs early stopping and is thus
computationally more efficient. CAP and fast CAP appear to show significant improvements over
other multivariate convex regression methods (see table 4.1) and are able to scale well to large data
[Hannah and Dunson, 2013].
CAP can be also placed inside a model based formulation [Hannah and Dunson, 2011] as








, x ∈ X . (4.2)
Clearly, g as defined above is convex. The number of hyperplanes K and the hyperplane spe-
cific intercepts and slopes {(ak, bk)}Kk=1 are the model parameters. Hannah and Dunson [2011]
conducted a Bayesian inference in this setup which they called Multivariate Bayesian Convex Re-
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gression (MBCR). Since the number of model parameters varies with K, they used a reversible
jump MCMC algorithm [Green, 1995] to sample from the posterior distribution. Bhattacharya
et al. [2019] showed that MBCR achieves the minimax rate of estimation for a large class of con-
vex functions, even under mild model misspecification.
In this section, we propose a simple modification to MBCR that enables us to use convenient
off-the-shelf Hamiltonian MCMC samplers. The main idea is to replace the max function with a
softmax function. The softmax function Fβ : RK → R is defined as











, u ∈ RK .
The parameter β > 0 can be thought of as an inverse-temperature parameter. For any fixed u =
(u1, . . . , uK)
T, Fβ(u1, . . . uK) approaches max{u1, . . . uK} as β approaches∞. In fact, we have
the following global two-sided bound




Thus, for large β, the softmax function Fβ serves as an accurate proxy of the max function. Observe
also that the softmax function is smooth, unlike the max function. This is important for gradient
computations later on.
We propose to use the softmax approximation in the model (4.2). Specifically, define
gβ(x | θ) = Fβ(a1 + bT1x, . . . , aK + bTKx),
where θ = {θk}Kk=1 with θk = (ak, bTk) are the unknown model parameters. Since composition with
an affine function preserves convexity, gβ(· | θ) is a convex function. Moreover, gβ(· | θ) is smooth
as a function of θ, which in particular implies the log-likelihood function can be differentiated with
respect to θ. This enables us to perform posterior computation using rstan [Team et al., 2016],
which implements a default Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC; Duane et al. [1987]) algorithm.
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HMC is a type of MCMC method for sampling from a posterior distribution based on the motion
of molecules using Hamiltonian dynamics from physics. The Hamiltonian equations depend on
the gradient of the log posterior, so having an exact expression for the gradient is important [Neal
et al., 2011].
We specify our prior distributions as
σ2 ∼ IG(2.1, 1.1)
θk ∼ N(0, τ 2k Ip+1)
τ 2k ∼ IG(2.1, 1.1)
where IG is the inverse gamma prior, Ip+1 is the identity matrix with dimension p + 1, τ 2k are
independent with mean 1 and variance 10, and the θk are independent. The number of components
K must be specified. We also tried using a Cauchy prior on both σ2 and τ 2k , but it did not appear to
improve the posterior estimates and the posterior sampler took longer to run. Thus, we decided to
stick to the conjugate inverse gamma prior. Unless otherwise specified, we fix β = 10 and choose
K using predictive cross validation. See subsection 4.4.2 for more details.
4.3 Checking Convergence
In order to help check the convergence of the HMC sampler, we have Stan automatically com-
pute g(θ̃|X) and g(θ̃|Xtest) where g(θ|X) is the posterior distribution, θ̃ are posterior samples of
θ given everything else, and Xtest is a matrix of new X values that is passed to Stan but is not
used in the HMC sampler to estimate θ. Denote ŷ as the posterior mean of g(θ̃|X) and ŷtest as the
posterior mean of g(θ̃|Xtest).
Since θ has independent normal priors, there are identifiability issues with θ. However, we
are interested in estimating g(θ|X) (and hence y) and not θ, so we are not concerned with this
identifiability issue. When checking the convergence of the HMC sampler, we cannot check the
convergence of θ, instead, we must check the convergence of g(θ|X).
To help illustrate this, we run the HMC sampler on a small dataset and present some conver-
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Figure 4.1: The traceplots of θ for 4 chains each with 1000 samples after 1000 burnin samples.






2, and draw xi ∼ N(0, 1) for i = 1, . . . , 800 with an appended column of 1’s at the
front. We set Xtest as a sequence from -4 to 4 by increments of 0.05, and tell the Stan model that
K = 2, the true number of components. Let the HMC sampler run 4 chains, each with 1000 burnin
samples and 1000 after burnin samples.
The traceplots for θ are contained in Figure 4.1 and show a clear label switching problem, but
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Figure 4.2: The traceplots of g(θ̃|xi), for 6 random values of i and for 4 chains each with 1000
samples after 1000 burnin samples.
otherwise the chains are converging well. The estimated effective sample size was 2 for each theta
and the potential scale reduction factor, R̂, was greater than 3.5 for each theta where an R̂ value
greater than 1.1 indicates convergence problems. This is expected when there is a label switching
problem. Instead, to check the convergence of the HMC sampler, we must check the convergence
of g(θ|X).
Figure 4.2 contains the traceplots for g(θ̃|xi) for 6 random values of i. The traceplots appear
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Figure 4.3: Boxplots of the values of R̂ (left) and effective sample size (right) of g(θ̃|X) for 4
chains each with 1000 samples after 1000 burnin samples.
to converge. Figure 4.3 contains boxplots of the R̂’s and effective sample sizes for the 800 values
of g(θ̃|X). R̂ is essentially 1 for each g(θ̃|xi) and the effective sample size is greater than 2000 for
g(θ̃|X), so it appears that the HMC sampler converged.
Similarly, the traceplots, R̂ values, and effective sample size for g(θ̃|Xtest) indicate that the
HMC sampler converged. The R̂ values are between 0.999 and 1.002 and the effective sample
sizes are greater than 1928. Since the Xtest values are over an evenly spaced grid over the entire
range of X , we will use the R̂ and effective sample size values for Xtest to assess the convergence
of g(θ|X).
Since usually the true value of K is not known, we would like to see what happens when Stan
is given a larger value of K. In particular, we repeat the above situation, but instead, tell the Stan
model that K = 3. Figure 4.4 contains the traceplots for θ, which still have a label switching
problem but don’t appear to converge as well. Figure 4.5 contains the traceplots for g(θ̃|Xtest) for
6 random values of Xtest and figure 4.6 contains boxplots of the R̂’s and effective sample sizes for
g(θ̃|Xtest). Both figures 4.5 and 4.6 indicate that the HMC sampler converged.
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Figure 4.4: The traceplots of θ when K = 3 for 4 chains each with 1000 samples after 1000 burnin
samples.
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Figure 4.5: The traceplots of g(θ̃|Xtest) when K = 3 for 4 chains each with 1000 samples after
1000 burnin samples.
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Figure 4.6: Boxplots of the values of R̂ (left) and effective sample size (right) of g(θ̃|Xtest) when
K = 3 for 4 chains each with 1000 samples after 1000 burnin samples.
4.4 Simulations
4.4.1 Synthetic Regression Problem
The goal of this simulation is to compare the performance of the SMA regression with other
convex regressions. In particular, we will compare it with CAP and Fast CAP from Hannah and
Dunson [2013]. Due to the inability to find a public implementation for CAP, we will mimic the
first synthetic regression problem in section 6.1.1 of Hannah and Dunson [2013]. In particular,
the simulation compares the MSE and the run time for various regression and convex regression
methods. MBCR also performed a simulation on the same synthetic regression problem in section
5.1 of Hannah and Dunson [2011], but it is unclear if the simulation setup is the same. The
simulation with MBCR did not provide run times, and it was only performed for samples sizes
less than or equal to 1000. We will provide the MSE values for MBCR, but we cannot make direct
comparisons to these numbers, only general comparisons.
Assume that X ∈ R5 has independent standard normal distributions, y = (X1 + 0.5X2 +
X3)
2−X4 + 0.25X25 + ε, and ε is standard normally distributed. For each sample size, all methods
were run on 10 training datasets and compared with one test dataset, and only allowed to run for 90
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minutes. For the SMA regression, the test dataset was half of the size of the training dataset. For
each training dataset, the value of K ranged from 2 to 11 by increments of 1. The HMC sampler
had four chains, each with 1000 burnin samples and 1000 after burnin samples.
Mean Square Error
Method n = 100 n = 200 n = 500 n = 1000 n = 2000 n = 5000 n = 10000
SMA 0.6439 0.4362 0.2350 0.1270 0.0725 0.0611 0.0428
CAP 1.5884 0.6837 0.2740 0.1644 0.0927 0.0629 0.0450
Fast CAP 1.8661 0.7471 0.3197 0.1526 0.1356 0.0724 0.0566
LSE 15.8340 9.5970 18.0701 9862.4602 – – –
Tree 12.2794 9.8356 6.7607 5.3478 4.1230 2.9173 2.3152
GP 8.5056 13.5495 6.8472 3.7610 2.2928 1.2058 –
MARS 8.3517 8.0031 6.8813 6.2618 5.9809 5.8558 5.8234
MBCR 1.0373 0.3679 0.2784 0.2180
Mean Runtime (sec)
Method n = 100 n = 200 n = 500 n = 1000 n = 2000 n = 5000 n = 10000
SMA 17.46 42.68 187.06 608.39 1140.95 2912.76 3336.23
CAP 0.15 0.24 0.78 1.34 2.18 4.33 9.31
Fast CAP 0.04 0.07 0.15 0.30 0.57 1.14 2.06
LSE 1.56 10.17 226.20 2602.20 – – –
Tree 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.09 0.19 0.49 1.15
GP 0.22 0.35 1.35 5.07 22.03 248.72 –
MARS 0.22 0.34 0.76 1.81 3.95 16.65 59.19
Table 4.1: Table from Hannah and Dunson [2013] with the addition of the SMA regression infor-
mation and the MBCR information from Hannah and Dunson [2011]. The average mean squared
error on the test dataset and the average runtime is reported for the SMA regression, convex adap-
tive partitioning (CAP), Fast CAP, least squares estimator (LSE), Gaussian processes (GP), mul-
tivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS), tree regression, and Multivariate Bayesian Convex
Regression (MBCR).
Table 4.1 contains the average MSEs and the average run time for each regression method. The
SMA MSE value is the average MSE of the model chosen using predictive cross validation, only
looking at models that ran for less than 90 minutes. The SMA regression appears to do equally well
or slightly better than CAP and Fast CAP, comparable to MBCR, and much better than the other
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regression methods. The average run time for the SMA regression method is the average of the
run times for the model chosen using minimum predictive cross validation. Throughout the entire
simulation, there were only 4 instances where a model ran for more than 90 minutes, as indicated
by “–”, none of which were SMA. MBCR did not report a run time in their simulation, but SMA
was able to run on a larger dataset than MBCR. MBCR only ran on samples up to n = 1000,
as indicated by the blank spaces. The SMA regression sampler was run using R while the other
models were all run in Matlab.
Figure 4.7: True and predicted functions with 95% pointwise credible intervals varying X1 (left)
and X4 (right) while the other values of X remain constant at 1.
Despite the long run time of the SMA regression, it easily provides posterior predictions for
the true function and posterior credible intervals, which most of the other algorithms cannot do.
Using the last run of the simulation (N = 10000, K = 11, trial = 10), figure 4.7 contains plots of
the true function (black line), predicted function (red line), and 95% pointwise credible intervals
(blue lines) for the predicted function. The left plot varies X1 between -3.5 and 3.5 and holds the
other X values constant at 1. The right plot varies X4 between -3.5 and 3.5 while holding the other
X values constant at 1. The posterior mean of the SMA regression function estimates the true
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function when X1 is varying fairly well with narrow pointwise 95% credible intervals. There are
sections where the true function does not lie in the credible interval, but the posterior mean is still
very close to the true function.
Figure 4.8 contains a plot of the distance between the true function and the predicted function,
ŷtest, for each of the Xtest values (left) and a plot of the distance between the true function and the
predicted function for the first 10 Xtest values and their 95% pointwise credible intervals (right).
The distance between the true function and the predicted function is usually close to and centered
around 0, but the large differences in distance are when the predicted function underestimates the
true function. Points below the gray line are over-estimating the true function while points above
the gray line are under-estimating the true function. About 68% of the pointwise credible intervals
contain the true function value, with about 14% of the credible intervals under-estimating the true
function and about 17% of the credible intervals over-estimating the true function.
Figure 4.8: Difference between true and predicted functions for all samples in Xtest (left) and for
the first 10 samples in Xtest with the addition of 95% pointwise credible intervals (right).
In order to see how performance of the SMA regression varies across trials, we re-ran the
simulation with 100 trials for n = 100, 200, and 500. Figure 4.9 contains boxplots of the MSE (left)
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and predictive cross validation (right) over the 100 trials. Both plots indicate that as n increases, the
predicted function gets closer to the true function. The boxplots also indicate that the predictions
are fairly stable across replicates.
Figure 4.9: Boxplots of the MSE (left) and predictive cross validation (right) over 100 trials.
4.4.2 How to choose β and K
The goal of this simulation is to determine how to choose the values of β and K. We will look
at both the predictive cross validation and the marginal log likelihood using the posterior samples
of g(θ|X). Let the number of observations N = 800, draw X ∈ R from a standard normal
distribution, and append a 1 to the front of X . Let the true θ be the same as in equation 4.3. Draw
the error ε from a normal distribution, ε ∼ N(0, 0.52), and set y = max1≤i≤K{θiX} + ε. Let the
hyperparameter β take the values {1, 3, 5, 7, 10} and let K range from 1 to 3.
Sample a test dataset on a grid of X values where X ranges from -4 to 4 by increments of 0.05
to be used throughout the entire simulation. For a single trial, re-sample a new training dataset
of size 800. For each value of K and β, run the HMC sampler on the training dataset with 4
chains, each with 1000 burnin and 1000 after burnin samples. Use the 4000 posterior samples of
g(θ̃|Xtrain) to estimate the log marginal likelihood using the corrected arithmetic mean estimator
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with importance sampling [Pajor et al., 2017]. Then, using the posterior samples of θ and the test
dataset, calculate the predictive cross validation, ‖ytest − ŷtest‖22. Do this for 30 trials.
Figure 4.10 shows, for each combination of β andK, plots of the true max1≤i≤2{θiX} function
(solid black line) and the 30 posterior means of the predicted g(θ|Xtest) function (dashed blue
lines) from the 30 trials. Clearly, β has no impact when K = 1 and K = 1 does a bad job of
estimating the true function. There does not appear to be much difference between the K = 2
and K = 3 cases. As β gets larger, the SMA regression does a better job of estimating the true
function, especially at the point. However, the SMA regression is not able to exactly match the
point because it is a smooth function.
Figure 4.10: Plots of the true function and predicted g(θ|Xnew) value for each of 30 trials. The
true function is the solid black line and the predicted values are the dashed blue lines.
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Figure 4.11: Boxplots of the time in seconds for Rstan to run (top left), log marginal likelihood
(top right), and predictive cross validation (bottom) for each value of β and each value of K. The
left plot of the predictive cross validation contains all values of K and all outliers, while the right
plot of the predictive cross validation contains only K = 2 and K = 3 and does not contain the
outliers from the K = 2 and β = 1 case.
Figure 4.11 contains boxplots for the time in seconds for rstan to run (top left), the log
marginal likelihood (top right), the predictive cross validation (bottom left), and a zoomed in pre-
dictive cross validation (bottom right) over the 30 trials for each combination of β and K. As the
value of K increases, the time for rstan to run increases, but the time does not appear to depend
on β. The log marginal likelihood appears to level out at K = 2, which is the true value of K.
Table 4.2 indicates how many times each value of K had the maximum log marginal likelihood in
a trial for each value of β. So while the boxplot indicates that K = 2 should be chosen, within a
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Maximum Log Marginal Likelihood
K = 2 K = 3
β = 1 20 10
β = 3 13 17
β = 5 12 18
β = 7 11 19
β = 10 12 18
Table 4.2: Table of how many times each
value ofK maximized the log marginal like-
lihood for each value of β.
Predictive Cross Validation
K = 2 K = 3
β = 1 30 0
β = 3 22 8
β = 5 20 10
β = 7 16 14
β = 10 12 18
Table 4.3: Table of how many times each
value of K minimized the predictive cross
validation for each value of β.
single trial, both K = 2 and K = 3 will be chosen with K = 3 chosen more often. The predictive
cross validation also levels out at K = 2 and when looking at the zoomed in predictive cross vali-
dation plot, it appears that the predictive cross validation for K = 2 and K = 3 are similar. Table
4.3 indicates how many times each value of K had the minimum predictive cross validation in a
trial for each value of β. Within a trial, both K = 2 and K = 3 will be chosen with K = 2 chosen
more often. As β increases, the amount of times K = 3 is chosen increases.
Figure 4.12 contains boxplots for the median effective sample size (left) and median R̂ (right)
for each value of K and β. The median is over the 161 effective sample size values and R̂ values
calculated from g(θ̃|Xtest) and the boxplots are over the 30 median values for each trial. As K
increases, the range of values the median effective sample size takes increases. It appears that for
K = 2, as β increases, the median effective sample size increases, but for K = 3, as β increases,
the median effective sample size appears to decrease. The β does not appear to have an effect on
the median R̂ value. When K = 3, the median R̂ has more outliers, but otherwise the value of K
doesn’t appear to have an effect on the median R̂ value. Both the median effective sample size and
the median R̂ values indicated convergence of the sampler.
In order to chooseK, we will look at 3 different methods. We will look at the value ofK chosen
using predictive cross validation and the value of K that maximizes the log marginal likelihood.
We will also look at a model average that does not choose a specific value of K and instead
averages the predicted y values over K, weighted by the marginal likelihoods. In particular, let mk
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Figure 4.12: Boxplots of the median effective sample size and R̂ values for each value of β and K
where the median is over the range of values for g(θ̃|Xtest) and the boxplots are over the trials
be the log marginal likelihood for the model using k components and ŷktest be the ŷtest value for the








is the predicted y value for the model average. Let ŷmod be one of three values, where the subscript
mod indicates how K was chosen. It can be the ŷtest value for the model chosen using predictive
cross validation, the ŷtest value for the model with the maximum log marginal likelihood, or ŷavg.
The three methods will be compared using the predictive cross validation, ‖ytest − ŷmod‖22, and the
MSE, ‖max1≤i≤K{θiX} − ŷmod‖22 which is the MSE between the true function and the estimated
function evaluated at Xtest. Usually, the MSE cannot be known because it requires knowledge of
the true function. However, we are interested in how well the SMA regression estimates the true
function, so we will look at the MSE to help determine how to best choose K.
Figure 4.13 contains boxplots of the MSE and the predictive cross validation for each method
of estimating K and for each value of β. The three methods appear to do equally well and all
values of β greater than 1 appear to do equally well. Since the value of β does not seem to
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Figure 4.13: Boxplots over β of the MSE (left) and predictive cross validation (right) for the
model averaging and the models chosen from the maximum log marginal likelihood and from the
predictive cross validation.
Figure 4.14: Plot of the difference in MSE (left) and predictive cross validation (right) over each
trial for β = 10 and taking the difference with the model selected by minimizing the predictive
cross validation.
affect the convergence or accuracy of the sampler and we are using the softmax function as an
approximation to the pointwise maximum of affine functions, we recommend using β = 10.
Figure 4.14 contains plots of the difference in MSE (left) and predictive cross validation (right)
over the 30 trials for the β = 10 case. The differences are the maximum log marginal likeli-
hood method minus the predictive cross validation method (black circles) and the model averaging
method minus the predictive cross validation method (red plus sign). A point greater than the gray
line indicates that the model chosen by the predictive cross validation method had a lower MSE
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or predictive cross validation value. The model chosen by the predictive cross validation usually
(but not always) had the lowest MSE and always had the lowest predictive cross validation value.
There were instances where the model chosen by maximizing the log marginal likelihood or model
averaging shared the lowest predictive cross validation value.
The differences between the three methods for both the MSE and predictive cross validation
are very small, so all three methods could be used in this situation. However, figure 4.15 contains
boxplots for the log marginal likelihood of each value of K at 3 different sample sizes for the
synthetic regression simulation in subsection 4.4.1. The boxplots for the log marginal likelihood
at all of the sample sizes have the same downward trend, so it appears that the marginal likelihood
does not estimate the number of componentsK well, perhaps due to the large number of parameters
in that problem.
Figure 4.15: Boxplots of the log marginal likelihood for each value of K for 3 sample sizes.
4.5 Discussion
In this section, we have presented a HMC algorithm for estimating a convex function using the
softmax function, where the softmax function is used as a smooth approximation to the maximum
of affine functions. It appears that the SMA regression does a good job of estimating various
convex functions. Three methods were presented to help choose the number of components K. It
appears that the predictive cross validation method consistently performs well, while the maximum
log marginal likelihood method, and therefore the model averaging method, can perform well, but
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does not consistently perform well. Therefore, we suggest using the predictive cross validation
method to choose the number of components K.
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5. FACTOR MODELS FOR COUNT DATA: AN EXPLORATION OF THE COVARIANCE
STRUCTURE
5.1 Introduction
Latent factor models [Bartholomew, 1987] are highly popular for structured dimension reduc-
tion and dependence modeling in a variety of fields such as genomics, finance, and psychometrics
to name a few. In their most general description, factor models postulate that multivariate observa-
tions are conditionally independent given one or more unobserved factors, and dependence among
the variables are induced upon marginalization over the distribution of the latent factors. The num-
ber of factors is typically much smaller than the ambient dimension of the observations, leading to
a parsimonious model for the dependence structure.
For continuous data, a linear Gaussian factor model is most commonly used, which linearly
relates the observations to the latent factors, up to additive Gaussian noise, via a tall-and-skinny
factor loadings matrix. A Gaussian latent factor distribution is commonly assumed, which, upon
marginalization, implies a decomposition of the observational covariance as the sum of a low-
rank matrix and a diagonal matrix. Such a decomposition of the covariance succinctly conveys
the parsimony implied by latent factor models; the effective number of parameters is reduced from
quadratic to linear in the number of variables. When the number of variables is comparable or even
larger than the sample size, further dimension reduction is often achieved by assuming the factor
loadings to be sparse [West, 2003]. Various extensions of the Gaussian factor model for continuous
data include heavy-tailed distributions for the latent factors and/or the additive noise [Ando, 2009],
mixtures of factor analyzers [McLachlan and Peel, 2000], and non-linear factor models [Lawrence,
2004].
Factor models can accommodate mixed data types through an underlying Gaussian latent factor
structure [Muthen, 1983], where each observation is linked to a continuous latent variable, with a
Gaussian factor model for the collection of continuous latent variables. For example, binary data
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yij ∈ {0, 1} can be assumed to arise through thresholding of a latent continuous variable zij , with
a joint Gaussian model for the zijs leading to the multivariate probit model [Ashford and Sowden,
1970, Chib and Greenberg, 1998, Ochi and Prentice, 1984]. Extensions to nominal data with
more than 2 categories is possible through introducing a vector of latent variables [Aitchison and
Bennett, 1970, Zhang et al., 2008] per observation. A related strategy is to assume an appropriate
exponential family model for each of the individual outcomes, with a joint Gaussian factor model
on the canonical parameters [Sammel et al., 1997, Moustaki and Knott, 2000, Dunson, 2000, 2003].
For binary or nominal data, a different class of factor models constitute of a low-rank probabilistic
decomposition of the joint probability mass function of the observed variables [Dunson and Xing,
2009, Bhattacharya and Dunson, 2012, Zhou et al., 2015]
In this section, we focus on factor models for multivariate count data. Such data routinely ap-
pear as read counts in next-generation sequencing for micro-RNA. This is a method of measuring
gene expression by using the number of reads from a sample [Lee et al., 2013]. Accordingly, there
is increased interest in modeling high-dimensional count data using latent variable models [Wedel
et al., 2003, Lee et al., 2013]. Multivariate count data also appear in numerous other applications.
For example, the number of accidents sustained by shunters over set time periods [Aitchison and
Ho, 1989] and the number of views a TV channel has over various households [Wedel et al., 2003].
A common method for modeling multivariate count data is through the multivariate Poisson-log
normal model [Aitchison and Ho, 1989]. A d-dimensional multivariate Poisson-log normal distri-
bution is hierarchically specified by assuming the d variables follow independent Poisson distribu-
tions, and then assigning a multivariate log-normal distribution to the vector of Poisson means. A
factor structure can be readily incorporated by linearly relating the log means to lower-dimensional
Gaussian latent factors [Zhou et al., 2012a, Wedel et al., 2003, Lee et al., 2013]. The negative bino-
mial (NB) distribution is another popular choice for count data modeling which, unlike the Poisson
distribution, allows for over-dispersion [Lawless, 1987]. Recent applications of the NB distribu-
tion to high-dimensional and/or latent variable models include Klami et al. [2015], Zhou and Carin
[2015], Zhou et al. [2012b].
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Although frequently used in practice, there is little understanding of the dependence structure
induced by such Poisson and NB factor models. For example, the natural question of whether the
covariance structure continues to admit a near low-rank decomposition as in the continuous case
seems unexplored. With such motivation, we first derive expressions for the covariance matrices
of Poisson and NB factor models. Although the covariance in either case can be represented as the
sum of a diagonal matrix and a non-negative definite matrix, we prove that the non-diagonal part
has full rank. This seemingly suggests a significant departure from the continuous case where the
effect of dimensional reduction directly shows up in the decomposition of the covariance matrix.
The observations above are somewhat expected. The rank is a measure of linear dependence
and hence interacts nicely with linear dimension reduction in Gaussian factor models. However,
as one goes beyond Gaussianity to general exponential family models and beyond, non-linearities
in the link functions distort the linear geometry, and hence the effect of dimension reduction do
not reflect in the rank. Our main contribution is to consider a class of continuous relaxations of the
rank, known collectively as effective rank, and exhibit theoretically and numerically that the effect
of dimension reduction is reflected in the effective rank.
The rest of the section is organized as follows. In subsection 5.2, we introduce some notation.
We also introduce the effective rank and some if its properties. In subsection 5.3, we introduce both
the Poisson and the Negative Binomial factor models. Subsection 5.4 introduces the main theorem
that the covariance matrices of the Poisson and NB factor models are the sum of an effectively low
rank matrix and a diagonal matrix, while subsection 5.5 is a proof of the theorem. Subsection 5.6
contains a simulated example that the bounds produced by our theorem are conservative bounds.
We conclude with a discussion in subsection 5.7.
5.2 Preliminaries
We introduce some basic notation used throughout Section 5. For a square matrix A, tr (A)
denotes its trace. We use Id to denote the d × d identity matrix, while Jd = 11T denotes a d × d
matrix of ones. For an m× r matrix A (with m > r), si(A) : = si =
√
νi for i = 1, . . . , r denote
the singular values of A, where ν1 ≥ ν2 ≥ . . . ≥ νr ≥ 0 are the eigenvalues of ATA. The largest
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singular value smax(A) : = s1(A) is the operator norm of A, which shall also be denoted ‖A‖2.
Similarly, smin(A) shall denote the smallest singular value.
For matrices A and B of the same dimension, A ◦ B denotes the Hadamard or Schur product






= exp(Aij). We shall make frequent use of Schur’s theorem [Horn and Johnson,
1985] which states that for non-negative definite (n.n.d.) matrices A and B, A ◦ B is also n.n.d.,
and is in particular positive definite (p.d.) when both A and B are so. An important consequence
is that exp◦(A) is p.d. for any n.n.d. matrix A.
Let Nd(µ,Σ) denote the d-dimensional normal distribution with mean µ ∈ Rd and covariance
matrix Σ. We use the shape-rate formulation of the Gamma distribution, so that Gamma(α, β) has




pk(1− p)r 1(0,1,...)(k). (5.1)
The NB distribution can be expressed as a Poisson-Gamma mixture. If y | λ ∼ Poisson(λ) and λ ∼
Gamma(r, (1− p)/p), then y ∼ NB(r, p). Clearly, E(y) = rp/(1− p) and var(y) = rp/(1− p)2.
5.2.1 Effective rank
The rank r(·) of a matrix is a measure of linear dependence between its columns (or equiva-
lently, rows), which is equivalently the vector space dimension of its column (or row) space. When
there is an approximate linear relationship, i.e., the column space is close to being lower dimen-
sional, the rank fails to capture this. As a somewhat extreme example, consider the compound
symmetry covariance matrix, Σρ = (1−ρ)Id+ρ Jd for ρ ∈ [0, 1]. For any ρ ∈ [0, 1), Σρ is positive
definite, and hence full rank, while the rank drops to one when ρ = 1. As ρ gets closer to one, Σρ
becomes increasingly close to being rank deficient. However this is not captured in the rank, which
jumps from d to 1 at ρ = 1. A more robust measure of the intrinsic dimensionality should instead
smoothly change with small perturbations in the matrix. We discuss two such measures below.
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The first measure is only defined for non-negative definite matrices. Since we are concerned
with covariance matrices, this is not restrictive for our purpose. For a d × d non-negative definite













where the sj(A)s are the singular values, or equivalently eigenvalues (since A is p.d.), of A, in
decreasing order. It is immediately apparent from the definition that 1 ≤ re(A) ≤ d and re(cA) =
re(A) for any c > 0. Also, if r(A) = 1, then re(A) = 1, and re(Id) = d, so that both bounds are
achieved. It can be additionally proved from the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality that re(A) ≤ r(A)
for any A, so that the effective rank always provides a lower bound to the actual rank. Further, this
bound is sharp as for any r ∈ Z, 1 ≤ r ≤ d, there exists a matrix A with r(A) = re(A) = r.
Finally, and importantly for our purpose, re(A) is a smooth function of A, which can be quantified
as follows: given n.n.d. matrices A and B, and for any ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that
if ‖A − B‖2 ≤ δ, then |re(A) − re(B)| ≤ ε. Finally, we comment that the expression for re(A)
involves the reciprocal of the condition number κ(A) : = smax(A)/smin(A). The condition number
is commonly used as a measure of numerical stability of matrices in numerical linear algebra
[Golub and Van Loan, 2012].
Our second notion of intrinsic dimensionality, also called effective rank in Roy and Vetterli
[2007], applies more generally to non-square matrices. We however restrict ourselves to square
matrices in the discussion below. Let pj = sj(A)/
∑d
i=1 si(A) for j = 1, . . . , d, so that p =
(p1, . . . , pd) is the vector of singular values normalized to the probability simplex. Following Roy
and Vetterli [2007], define
r̃e(A) = exp{H(p)}, (5.3)
where H(p) = −
∑d
j=1 pj log pj is the Shannon entropy of the probability vector p. The Shannon
entropy is a measure of disorder or randomness of a probability distribution, with higher values
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indicating more disorder. In particular, 0 ≤ H(p) ≤ log d, so that we again have 1 ≤ r̃e(A) ≤ d.
Moreover, r̃e(A) = 1, or equivalently, H(p) = 0, if and only if p assigns all its mass to one point,
which in the current context means A has only one positive singular value and hence has rank one.
On the other hand, r̃e(A) = d implies H(p) = log d, which happens if and only if pi = 1/d for
all i, or equivalently A = Id. Next, since r̃e(A) only depends on the normalized singular values,
it immediately follows that r̃e(cA) = r̃e(A) for any non-zero constant c. Roy and Vetterli [2007]
additionally prove that r̃e(A) ≤ r(A). r̃e(A) inherits various other properties of the usual rank
r(A); see Roy and Vetterli [2007] for more details.
Both measures of effective dimensionality, re(·) and r̃e(·), are smooth functions of their argu-
ment and inherit important properties of the usual rank. Moreover, both measures are bounded
above by the usual rank. A plot of re(·) and r̃e(·) versus ρ for the matrix Σρ mentioned at the
beginning of this subsection is provided in Figure 5.1 for various values of d.
Figure 5.1: Plot of r(Σρ), re(Σρ) and r̃e(Σρ) for ρ ∈ [0, 1] and d = {5, 10}
From the plot, it can be seen that r̃e(Σρ) is always above re(Σρ). This is not a coincidence, and
can be proved generally. This is summarized in Proposition 5.2.1 below.
Proposition 5.2.1. For any d×d non-negative definite matrix A, 1 ≤ re(A) ≤ r̃e(A) ≤ r(A) ≤ d.
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where we used that − log pj ≥ − log p1 for all j and
∑d
j=1 pj = 1.
In Roy and Vetterli [2007], it was proved that for non-negative definite matrices A and B of
the same size, r̃e(A + B) ≤ r̃e(A) + r̃e(B). We show below that the same conclusion holds for
re(·), extending the parallel with the usual rank.
Proposition 5.2.2. For non-negative definite matrices A and B of the same size,
re(A+B) ≤ re(A) + re(B).
Proof. Since both A and B are n.n.d., for any x with ‖x‖ = 1, xT(A + B)x ≥ xTAx. Taking the










= re(A) + re(B).
We utilize Proposition 5.2.2 in subsection 5.4 later on.
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5.3 Count data factor models
5.3.1 Poisson factor model
The Poisson factor model is as follows:
yij | qij ∼ Poisson(qij), i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , p
log(qi) = Ληi
ηi ∼ Nk(0, Ik)
where log(qi) = [log(qi1), . . . , log(qip)]T , Λ is the p × k fixed but unknown factor loading ma-
trix, and ηi are the latent factors. By marginalizing out ηi, log(qi) ∼ Nk(0,ΛΛT ). Then, qi is
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j λk − 1
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where Λ = [λ1, . . . , λp]T and λj is a k-dimensional vector. Note that if λTj λk = 0 then Cov(yij, yik) =
0, if λTj λk < 0 then Cov(yij, yik) < 0, and if λ
T
j λk > 0 then Cov(yij, yik) > 0. Since λ
T
j λk =
Cov{log(qij), log(qik)}, the sign of Cov(yij, yik) is determined by the sign of Cov{log(qij), log(qik)}.
Let Cov(yi) = ΩY . Then ΩY can be written in terms of matrices as follows:
wj = e
λTj λj/2 w = [w1, . . . , wp]
T W = wwT
H = exp◦(ΛΛ
T)









ΩY = Γ + ∆
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5.3.2 Negative Binomial factor model
The Negative Binomial factor model is as follows:
yij | rj, qij ∼ NB(rj, qij), i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , p
logit(qi) = Ληi
ηi ∼ Nk(0, Ik)
where logit(qi) = [logit(qi1), . . . , logit(qip)]T , Λ is the p × k fixed but unknown factor loading
matrix, and ηi are the latent factors. By marginalizing out ηi, logit(qi) ∼ Nk(0,ΛΛT ). Then,





λTj λj/2 + rje
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j λk − 1
)
where Λ = [λ1, . . . , λp]T and λj is a k-dimensional vector. Note that the sign of Cov(yij, yik) is
determined by the sign of Cov{log(qij), log(qik)}.
Let Cov(Yi) = ΩY . Then ΩY can be written as follows:
wj = rje
λTj λj/2 w = [w1, . . . , wp]
T W = wwT
H = exp◦(ΛΛ
T)




λT1 λ1/2 + r1e
2λT1 λ1 , . . . , rpe
λTp λp/2 + rpe
2λTp λp
}
ΩY = Γ + ∆
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5.3.3 Both models
The covariance structure for both models can be written as ΩY = W ◦H −W ◦ J + ∆, where
H is the same for both models, ∆ is a diagonal matrix for both models, and the W matrix for the
NB model is the W matrix from the Poisson model but with an extra rj term.
Since rank(X ◦ Y ) ≤ rank(X) ∗ rank(Y ) [Styan, 1973], W ◦ J is a rank 1 matrix. Thus, if
W ◦ H is a low-rank matrix, ΩY is the sum of a low-rank matrix and a diagonal matrix, which
mimics the variance of the Gaussian factor model. However, subsection 5.5 shows that W ◦H is
positive definite, and therefore full rank. Thus, we need to explore the covariance structure further.
Figure 5.2: The average rank and effective ranks of W ◦ H when the λj ∼ N(0, 1/2Ik) for j =
1, . . . , p. The top row contains the average rank while the bottom row does not.
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5.4 Covariance structure exploration
Since H is a nonlinear transformation on ΛΛT, which is low rank matrix, a measure of linear
dependence may not be the best measure of dependence for H . Instead, we want to explore the
effective rank of W ◦H . In order to get an idea of if the effective rank is much different than the
rank of W ◦ H , we calculated r(·), re(·), and r̃e(·) assuming λj ∼ N(0, 1/2Ik) for j = 1, . . . , p.
We plot the mean of these values over 20 trials in Figure 5.2 for various values of p and k.
The top row of the plot includes the average rank while the bottom row of the plot does not.
We can see that both measures of effective rank are much smaller than the rank, that they remain
small even as p grows, and that they grow as k grows. We also see that r̃e(·) is greater than re(·),
which was proved in Proposition 5.2.1.
Now that we have seen numerically that the effective rank remains small, we state and prove
an analytical result that the dimension reduction is reflected in the effective rank. Our analytical
results are only for re(·) and k = 1.
Theorem 5.4.1. In the Poisson model and the Negative Binomial model when rj = 1 for all
j = 1, . . . , p, if λ1, . . . , λp









with probability greater than 0.85, W ◦H has the effective ranks bounded by the values given in
Table 5.1.
p = 50 100 500 1000
re(W ◦H) ≤ 3.065238 3.032884 3.006996 3.003664
Table 5.1: Table of exact bounds on the effective rank of W ◦H .
The proof will be given subsection 5.5. SinceW ◦H has a low effective rank, using Proposition
5.2.2, W ◦ H −W ◦ J is low effective rank. Then ΩY is the sum of a low effective rank and a
diagonal matrix. This parallels the Gaussian factor model, where the covariance matrix is the sum
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of a low rank matrix and a diagonal matrix. Thus we see that the dimension reduction from the
factor model is reflected in the covariance matrix using the effective rank.
5.5 Proof
In order to prove Theorem 5.4.1, we will re-write the W ◦H matrix as V BV , where B is the
Gaussian kernel matrix and V is a diagonal matrix. Then we will bound re(V BV ) by re(B) using
Ostrowski’s Theorem. Lastly, we bound re(B). Before we give the proof, we will talk about the
Gaussian kernel.
Let b be the Gaussian kernel function, b(x, y) = e−(x−y)2/2. Then B is the Gaussian kernel
matrix such that the i, j th entry of B is b(λi, λj).





where νn are the eigenvalues and φn(·) are the eigenfunctions that are orthonormal with respect to
a function ρ(·) [Fasshauer, 2011].








































[Fasshauer, 2011]. The eigenfunctions are not stated, because they are not used in the proof, but
Fasshauer [2011] states the explicit expressions for the eigenfunctions.
Proof. First we re-writeW ◦H as V BV whereB is the Gaussian kernel matrix and V is a diagonal
matrix. Remember that wi = exp{λ2i /2} and w = [w1, . . . , wp]T. Let D = diag{w}, so DBD =
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H and DHD = W ◦H . Let V = DD = diag{exp{λ2j}}. Then W ◦H = V BV . We will switch
between these two notations throughout this subsection. Since V is a diagonal matrix, it is positive
definite and since B is the Gaussian kernel matrix, it is positive definite. Thus, V BV = W ◦H is
a positive definite matrix.
Next, we will bound re(V BV ) by re(B). Using Ostrowski’s Theorem, |si(V BV/p)−si(B/p)| ≤
|si(B/p)| ‖V 2 − I‖2 [Ipsen, 1998]. Thus
si(B/p)(1−
∥∥V 2 − I∥∥
2
) ≤ si(V BV/p) ≤ si(B/p)(1 +
∥∥V 2 − I∥∥
2
).
Since V 2 − I is a diagonal matrix,










This is maximized when |λj| is maximized. Since λ1, . . . , λp ∼ iid N (0, ε2), using the Gaussian












So, with probability greater than 1− δ,

























, ‖V 2 − I‖2 ≤ 0.5. Thus, 0.5 si(B/p) ≤
si(V BV/p) ≤ 1.5 si(B/p).
The tr (V BV/p) =
∑p
i=1 si(V BV/p) ≤ 1.5
∑p
i=1 si(B/p) = 1.5 tr (B/p). Thus
































This means that re(B) is less than or equal to the inverse of the bound in (5.4).









bounds on the effective ranks for various values of p are given in Table 5.2.
p = 50 100 500 1000
re(B) ≤ 1.021746 1.010961 1.002332 1.001221
re(V BV ) ≤ 3.065238 3.032884 3.006996 3.003664
Table 5.2: Table of exact bounds on the effective rank of W ◦H and B.
5.6 Simulation
We simulated the re for W ◦ H and B. The λj’s are independently sampled from a N (0, ε2)








. We let k = [1, 3, 5] and p be
a sequence from 20 to 1000 increasing by 20 each time. For each combination of k and p, we
averaged the effective rank over 20 trials. We also show the distribution of 1000 effective ranks of
W ◦H for k = 1 and p = [100, 1000].
We see in Figure 5.3 that the effective rank of both B and W ◦H are very close to 1 and that
is increases as k increases. The bound for W ◦H is not plotted because it is much larger than the
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Figure 5.3: Average effective rank over 20 trials for W ◦H and B over various values of p and k.
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bound for B. Even though the bound for W ◦ H is close to 3 times the bound of B, the actual
effective rank of W ◦H is very close to the effective rank of B. Thus, it appears that our bound on
W ◦H is a conservative bound.
Figure 5.4: Histogram of 1000 draws for re(W ◦ H) for k = 1. The left is plot is when p = 100
and the right plot is when p = 1000.
The histograms in Figure 5.4 indicate that re(W ◦H) is tightly distributed about the mean. The
distribution of re does not get close to the exact bounds given in Table 5.2, which again indicates
that our bound on W ◦H is a conservative bound.
5.7 Discussion
In this section, we explored the covariance structure from a factor model for count data. The
sum of a low rank matrix and a diagonal matrix covariance structure of a Gaussian factor model
is not seen in the factor models for count data when rank is used as the measure of dependence.
However, when effective rank is used as the dependence measure, the covariance matrix has a sum
of a low effective rank plus a diagonal matrix structure, which mimics the covariance structure of a
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Gaussian factor model. We give the theoretical proof that the covariance matrix of the factor model
for count data has a sum of a low effective rank plus a diagonal matrix structure. We also have an
exact bound on the low effective rank matrix, which the simulations show is a conservative bound.
Future work will focus on making the exact bound more general (for other values of k and larger
values of ε) and on making the exact bound less conservative.
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6. CONCLUSION
We have described two different aMCMC methods, the soft tMVN prior and the SMA regres-
sion. The soft tMVN distribution was developed in Section 2 and can be used as an aMCMC
method by replacing a usual tMVN prior distribution with the soft tMVN distribution. In Sec-
tion 3, we developed an aMCMC algorithm for Bayesian shape constrained methods. In it, we
used a monotone single-index model and replace the usual tMVN prior with a soft tMVN prior.
We showed that the tMVN prior and the soft tMVN prior had similar statistical performance, but
the MCMC algorithm using the tMVN prior had almost 5 times the run-time than the aMCMC
algorithm using the soft tMVN prior.
In Section 4 we introduce the SMA regression. SMA regression is an aMCMC algorithm for
Bayesian convex regression by approximating the maximum of affine functions with the softmax
of affine functions. SMA regression is able to perform as well as other leading convex regression
methods. While SMA has a longer run-time than various frequentist methods, it allows for im-
mediate quantifications of uncertainty unlike the frequentist methods. While the MCMC method
using the usual max of affine functions does not provide run-times, it was unable to scale to more
than a few thousand observations and analysis was not performed for more than 1000 observations.
SMA, however, was able to scale to at least 10000 observations and the average run-time was less
than an hour.
Both aMCMC methods we have described were able to scale better to large datasets than their
MCMC counterparts. They were each able to analyze larger datasets and the soft tMVN method
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APPENDIX A
A.1 Proof of Proposition 2.2.1





































|g(θ)− gη(θ)|dθ + |M −Mη|
]
,
where we have used triangle inequality and the fact that
∫
gη(θ)dθ = Mη. Now, we have
|M −Mη| =






































where a . b means a ≤ Cb for some positive constant C, and the expectation E is under a
N (µ,Σ) distribution. By monotone convergence theorem, the right hand side of the above display
converges to 0 as η →∞.
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APPENDIX B
B.1 Monotone Single Index Model Results when η = 100
The top two plots in figure B.1 shows the pointwise posterior mean of f depending on two
different initializations, setting η = 100. The first realization (left) is from both Gibbs samplers
with a starting value for β as a vector of 1’s. The second realization (right) is from both Gibbs
samplers with a starting value for β as a vector of -1’s. For both starting values, the Gibbs sampler
with a tMVN prior is able to estimate the true function well. However, the Gibbs sampler with a










assuming that θ is
non-increasing and the soft tMVN does not enforce a hard constraint, the soft tMVN algorithm is
trying to estimate the function with the sign flip. This is easy to spot, and since the soft tMVN
algorithm runs quickly, it is easy to try multiple different starting values for β and different values
of η, and choose a value of η so that the sampler is not sensitive to the starting value of β. The
bottom plot of figure B.1 shows the pointwise posterior mean of f using random starting point for
β and setting η = 500. Both Gibbs samplers are able to estimate the true function well.
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Figure B.1: Plots of the true function (solid black line) and estimated functions using the soft
tMVN (red dot dashed line) and the tMVN (blue dashed line) priors. The left plot assumes the
starting value for β is a vector of 1’s and the right lot assumes the starting value for β is a vector
of -1’s. The top two plots have η set at 100. The bottom plot assumes random starting values for β
and has η set at 500.
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